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Abstract
Geographic protocols are very promising for wireless ad hoc and sensor networks due to the low state storage and low
message overhead. Under certain idealized conditions, geographic routing – using a combination of greedy forwarding and
face routing – has been shown to work correctly and eﬃciently. In this work we model and analyze the correctness of geographic routing under non-ideal realistic conditions. We present a systematic methodology for micro-level behavioral analysis that shows that conditions that violate the unit-graph assumption of network connectivity, such as location errors,
obstacles and radio irregularity, cause failure in planarization and consequently face routing. We then discuss the limitations of ﬁxing these failures and prove that local algorithms that use only information up to a limited number of hops are
not suﬃcient to guarantee face routing delivery under arbitrary connectivity. In addition, we analyze the eﬀect of location
errors in more detail to identify the possible protocol error scenarios and their conditions. We present results from an
extensive simulation study about the eﬀects of location errors on GPSR and GHT to quantify their performance degradation at diﬀerent error ranges, distributions and error models. Based on our analysis we present a potential ﬁx based
on local information sharing that improves the performance signiﬁcantly but does not remove all failures. Finally, we conclude that in order to avoid all failures under arbitrary connectivity, we need a non-local algorithm that can search or
propagate information for an unlimited number of hops.
Ó 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Geographic routing protocols [16,20] are very
attractive choices for routing in sensor networks
for several reasons. First, such protocols can incur
low route discovery overhead relative to ﬂoodingbased approaches, and hence conserve energy. Second, these protocols are stateless in the sense that
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nodes need not maintain per-destination information, and only neighbor location information is
needed to route packets. Third, they are more
responsive to dynamics, since changes need to propagate for a single hop only. For these reasons, geographic routing is becoming the protocol of choice
for many emerging applications in sensor networks,
such as data-centric storage [23] and distributed
indexing [10]. Hence, it is quite crucial to develop
a detailed understanding of the behavior of geographic routing for various practical settings and
to evaluate its performance and (more importantly)
its correctness in those settings.
Most geographic routing protocols use greedy
forwarding as its basic mode of operation, where
the next forwarding hop is chosen to minimize the
distance to the destination. Greedy forwarding,
however, fails in the presence of voids or dead-ends.
In order to provide correct routing in the presence
of dead-ends, face routing has been proposed to
route around the void. The most commonly used
geographic routing protocols include greedy forwarding coupled with face routing.
The evaluations of geographic routing protocols
have commonly assumed an ideal network connectivity graph based on the unit-graph assumption (a
pair of nodes is connected if and only if the distance
between them is below a certain threshold). The
unit-graph assumption is valid under some ideal
conditions such as the availability of accurate location information, the nonexistence of obstacles, and
an ideal spherical wireless radio range. In reality
these conditions are violated: obstacles do exist,
experimental studies have shown that wireless channels have irregular shape and location measurements (in systems that either rely entirely on GPS,
or infer location using ad-hoc localization systems
[13]) are often noisy and incur some error.
In this paper, we analyze systematically the
pathologies that can arise in face-routing based geographic protocols. Our methodology for this analysis is novel: using an elaborate, micro-level analysis
of face routing, we infer the conditions in which the
protocol correctness is violated. Our analysis shows
that failures in face routing happen for two reasons:
disconnections in the planar graph or cross-links.
We show that these failures happen due to planarization failures when the unit-graph assumption is
violated and present the conditions for that, based
on the inconsistency in the distance between two
nodes and the existence of a wireless link in
between. This inconsistency could happen for vari-

ous reasons such as location errors, obstacles and
irregular radio coverage.
We then analyze one of those reasons, location
errors, in more detail to identify the possible protocol error scenarios and the conditions for these
scenarios to happen. We perform also extensive
simulations to evaluate and quantify the eﬀects of
location errors on two protocols that use face routing; GPSR [16] and GHT [23]. Our study shows that
realistic location errors can in fact lead to incorrect
(non-recoverable) behavior and noticeable degradation of performance, more so for GHT than for
GPSR. In some cases, more than 10% storage failure of sensor network events can occur in the presence of 10% location error. Based on our analysis
and error classiﬁcation, we introduce a simple protocol ﬁx based on local information sharing that
eliminates the most likely protocol errors. Though
our simulations of this ﬁx show a near perfect performance in the existence of location errors, this
ﬁx does not solve all problems.
We prove that it is not possible for a local algorithm that uses only information from neighbors, up
to a limited number of hops, to guarantee correct
face routing under all conditions that violate the
unit graph assumption. We conclude that a nonlocal algorithm is necessary to guarantee delivery.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we present the related work. In Section 3
we provide the model and assumptions of our study.
Section 4 explains the methodology for micro-level
analysis, the errors that could happen, and the different conditions for errors. Section 5 discusses the
possibility and limitations for ﬁxing these errors.
Section 6 studies the eﬀect of location errors in more
detail and presents a local ﬁx. Section 7 contains the
simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 8.
2. Related work and background
Early work in geographic routing considered
only greedy forwarding [8] by using the locations
of nodes to move the packet closer to the destination at each hop. Greedy forwarding fails when
reaching a local maximum, a node that has no
neighbor closer to the destination. CompassII [19]
presents a face routing algorithm that guarantees
message delivery on a geometric graph by traversing
the edges of planar faces intersecting the line
between the source and the destination. Bose et al.
[4] discuss algorithms for extracting planar graphs
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from unit graphs and for face routing in the planar
graphs to guarantee delivery. Due to the ineﬃcient
paths resulting from face routing, they propose
combining face routing with greedy forwarding to
improve the path length. In addition to face routing,
there were also other approaches proposed in the
literature to deal with the dead end problem such
as [2,14]. For an extensive survey about these
approaches and others refer to [25].
GPSR [16] is a geographic routing protocol for
wireless networks that combines greedy forwarding
and face routing (perimeter routing). Each packet
contains the position of the destination and nodes
need only local information about their position
and their immediate neighbors’ positions to forward
the packet. Each node forwards the packet to the
neighbor closest to the destination using greedy forwarding. When greedy forwarding fails, face routing
is used to route around dead-ends until closer nodes
to the destination are found.
Geographic routing has been found eﬀective to
support data-centric storage in sensor networks.
GHT [23] is a geographic hash table system that
hashes keys into geographic locations, and stores
the key-value pair at the sensor node closest to the
hash of its key. GHT uses face routing in a novel
way to identify a packet home node (the node closest to the geographic destination). Packets enter face
routing at the home node (since no neighbor could
be closer to destination), and traverse the perimeter
that enclose the destination (home perimeter) before
returning back to the home node. Another system
that builds on top of GHT is DIFS [10]. DIFS provides a distributed index for eﬃcient index construction and range searches in sensor networks.
Many localization systems have been proposed in
the literature: GPS, infrastructure-based localization systems [31,22], and ad-hoc localization systems [5,24,21]. We do not discuss these systems in
detail; the interested reader is referred to an extensive survey of localization by Hightower and Borriello [13]. We will, however, observe that in all these
localization systems an estimation error is incurred
that depends on the system and the environment
in which it is used. Based on our reading of the literature, we believe that a localization error of 1–
10% of the radio range is very reasonable to assume
even for the best existing schemes. Clearly, some
systems can be more accurate (e.g., GPS or dGPS
based systems), but it would be prudent to ensure
that face routing systems are robust to location
errors that are at the higher end of this range.
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In [12], simulation results were shown for the
eﬀect of localization errors on the performance of
greedy forwarding. Their conclusion is that routing
performance is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected when the
error is less than 40% of the radio range. Face routing is not considered in that work. Our earlier work
[26] was the ﬁrst to point to the problems that could
happen to face routing under non-ideal conditions
and to show speciﬁc scenarios for face routing failure. A lot of interest has spurred in geographic routing since then with several studies following on
related issues [17,18,11,29,28]. Other studies focused
on more speciﬁc issues such as irregular ranges [1]
and unidirectional links [7]. In the current paper
we are presenting a framework for the correctness
of geographic face routing, analyzing the general
conditions under which failures can happen (Section
4) and considering additional issues such as obstacles and irregular radio ranges. We are also presenting the limitations for solving the errors and proofs
that local algorithms are not suﬃcient (Section 5).
Additional simulation results are provided for
non-uniform distributions and correlated error
models.
3. Model and assumptions
Before we analyze the impact of non-ideal conditions on geographic routing protocols, we discuss
our model of the wireless network. The network
consists of a set of wireless nodes, where each node
knows its position using some localization technique
(the precise technique used is immaterial for our
purposes). All nodes have the same radio range
and they broadcast beacons to their neighbors, so
that each node knows about its neighbors and their
locations. In an ideal environment: (i) nodes detect
and announce their accurate locations, (ii) radio
ranges of all nodes are exact and symmetric, (iii)
there are no obstacles and so nodes within radio
range can always communicate, and (iv) changes
in the topology are slow comparable to the
announcements such that all nodes have a consistent view of the network. Admittedly, these are
idealized assumptions that do not hold in practice.
As we illustrate in this paper, violation of any of
these assumptions can result in routing pathologies
even if the rest of these idealized assumptions hold.
The geographic routing protocol consists in general of greedy forwarding combined with face routing to overcome dead-ends. In order to perform face
routing, a planar connectivity graph for the network
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needs to be constructed. A local planarization algorithm such as RNG or GG is used to create a planar
graph for face routing. There is a class of protocols
that follow this model [4,16,20].
Our study focuses on the eﬀect of conditions that
cause persistent failures on geographic routing.
Thus, we assume a static and stable network (no
mobility and no node failures), where nodes have
consistent location information about other nodes,
meaning that a node estimates its location and
announces it, and all nodes observe the same estimated location for that node. In [27] we have studied the eﬀect of probabilistic wireless channel losses
on the performance of geographic routing. In the
current work we are focusing on the correctness of
geographic routing and we will assume that a reliable link exists to a neighbor or no link exists.
4. Micro-level analysis
In this section we present a novel methodology
that detects the conditions for protocol failure such
that scenarios could be generated for these failures.
This methodology is based on micro-level analysis
of the protocol components and using the protocol
speciﬁcation to detect the cases where the protocol
could go wrong and the various conditions that lead
to that.
Our approach starts by decomposing geographic
routing into its major components, and then identifying the errors that can happen in each component
and which of these errors (or combinations thereof)
cause overall protocol failure. A complete geographic routing protocol consists of the following
main components: (a) greedy forwarding, (b) planarization, and (c) face routing (also called perimeter
routing or planar graph traversal). Greedy forwarding alone does not guarantee the delivery of packets
because of dead-ends (variously called local maxima
or voids). Face routing on a planar graph theoretically does guarantee the delivery of packets. For
improved performance, face routing is typically
integrated with greedy forwarding and is used as a
way to overcome dead-ends when greedy forwarding fails. Wireless network connectivity is in general
non-planar, this is why the planarization component is required to create a planar graph by using
only a subset of the physical links during face
routing.
Non-ideal conditions may cause failures in each
of these components. These conditions can cause
greedy forwarding to fail in forwarding a packet

to a node closer to the destination. Since failures
in greedy forwarding are recovered from by face
routing, we shall focus our study on persistent protocol failures caused by failures in face routing. As
we will show, face routing failures are strongly associated with planarization failures. First, we provide
a more detailed view of face routing and planarization. Then we analyze face routing in more detail to
detect the conditions that cause failure.
4.1. Face routing and planarization
Correct operation of face routing requires the
graph to be planar. RNG [30] (Fig. 1) and GG [9]
(Fig. 2) are examples of algorithms that create a planar graph from the non-planar physical topology by
selecting a subset of the links and using only those
links during face routing. A desirable feature in
these algorithms is that they are local (a node needs
to know only its own and direct neighbors’ locations) and run in distributed manner, so that each
node can decide the links to include for planar routing using only local information independent of
other nodes. The main idea of both algorithms is
for a node to exclude an edge to a neighbor from
the planar graph if there is another path through a
diﬀerent neighbor called witness. The witness should
exist in a speciﬁc intersection area between the two
nodes of the edge. These algorithms assume a unit
graph: a pair of nodes is directly connected, if and
only if, the distance between them is below a certain
threshold.
In face routing a packet keeps traversing planar
faces getting closer to its destination. In Fig. 3,
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w

For each node u, where N is a list
of the neighbors of u:
for all v ∈ N
for all w ∈ N
if w == v then continue
else if d(u,v)>max[d(u,w),d(w,v)]
remove edge (u,v)
Fig. 1. RNG planarization algorithm.
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packet gets out of the face before reaching the opposite end. This can only happen due to:
w

(i) a disconnection in the planar graph,
(ii) or a cross-link.

v

u
c

For each node u, where N is a list
of the neighbors of u:
for all v ∈ N
for all w ∈ N
if w == v then continue
else if d(c,w)<d(c,u) {where c
is the midpoint of edge (u,v)}
remove edge (u,v)
Fig. 2. GG planarization algorithm.

A

x

S

D

Fig. 3. Face routing.

assume node S is forwarding a packet using face
routing to node D. Using the right-hand-rule the
packet starts traversing face A, switching to other
faces intersecting SD until reaching the face containing D. This basic mechanism is shared by all
protocols that employ face routing. There are some
minor diﬀerences between protocols in where to
switch faces: for example, in GPSR when a packet
reaches a node having an edge intersecting SD at
a point closer to the destination (point x) it uses
the right hand rule to enter the next face.
4.2. Error analysis
In this section we analyze the protocol components to detect the conditions for protocol failure
under the current model and assumptions.
4.2.1. Face routing
Suppose node S is forwarding a packet using face
routing to node D. Each face (exterior or interior)
intersecting SD will have at least two intersection
points. In Fig. 3, face A intersects SD at S and x.
In a planar connected graph starting from S and
using the right hand rule, the packet will have to
reach x. The error that could happen is that the

Without these two errors, the packet will keep
moving to closer faces until it reaches the destination face. If routing succeeds in reaching the face
containing the destination point, but the destination
cannot be accessed from there, then the possible reasons for that are:
(i) the destination is not at the estimated location,
(ii) nodes at the estimated location face have no
access to the destination.
Since we are concerned with the correctness of
the routing itself, we will focus on the ﬁrst two
errors (disconnections and cross-links) that cause
the routing failure. We will still show a scenario
for the last two errors in Section 6. Routing failure
could happen due to disconnection in the planar
graph or due to cross-links. By deﬁnition, a correct
planarization algorithm should not disconnect the
graph and should remove all cross-links, accordingly these face routing failures could only happen
due to planarization failures.
4.2.2. Planarization algorithm
By looking at the algorithms in Figs. 1 and 2, the
only decision the local planarization algorithm
takes is whether to remove an edge from the graph
or not. So the only errors during planarization are
(a) to remove an edge that should not be removed,
or (b) to keep an edge that should be removed.
Planarization is based only on one assumption:
the unit graph assumption. If the network follows
the unit-graph assumption, then planarization
should succeed. Thus, for these errors to happen
the unit graph assumption has to be violated.
4.2.3. Unit graph assumption
A main assumption for the correctness of planarization is that the topology is a unit graph, which
means that an edge exists between two nodes if
and only if the Euclidean distance between them is
less than the radio range. Based on the previous
analysis we can conclude that conditions that
violate the unit graph assumption are the reason
for planarization failure and accordingly face routing failure. In order to derive these conditions, we
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notice that the unit graph assumption is based on
two factors: (i) the distance between two nodes
and (ii) the existence of a radio link in between.
The inconsistency between the distance and the
radio link connectivity, in a way that violates the
unit-graph-assumption, is the reason for planarization failure. There could be diﬀerent reasons in the
environments where the systems are deployed for
this inconsistency to happen. These reasons cause
the inconsistency in similar ways and accordingly
lead to similar errors. Next, we will show the conditions that lead to the violation of the unit-graph
assumption and examples from real-world environments on their causes.
The inconsistency between distance and connectivity can be classiﬁed into two conditions:
(i) a radio link does not exist between two nodes,
even their observed distance is below the nominal radio range, and
(ii) a radio link does exist between two nodes,
even their observed distance is above the nominal radio range.
In the ﬁrst condition (i), when a link does not
exist between two close nodes, this may cause disconnections in the planar graph. Some examples
are shown in Figs. 4–6, where node u removes the
edge uv from the planar graph while there is no
other path from u to v. Since the planarization equation depends on the location of nodes, location inaccuracy is a reason for the error shown in Fig. 4.
Node u sees node w as a witness, although its actual
location is outside the intersection area and it is not
connected to node v. Depending on the network planar graph, this may cause disconnection if there is
no other path from node u to node v. In Fig. 5,
the distance between node w and node v is below
the nominal radio range, but they are not able to

v

u
w

w`

Fig. 4. Node w estimated location is in the intersection area,
accordingly node u sees it as a witness and removes the edge uv.
This may cause disconnection, since w actual location is outside
the intersection area and it is not connected to v.

v

u
w

Fig. 5. The removal of edge uv by node u may cause disconnection, because there is an obstacle between nodes w and v and so
they are not connected.

v' s range

v

u
w

Fig. 6. The removal of edge uv by node u may cause disconnection, because node w is not in the actual radio coverage of node v.

communicate because an obstacle exists in between.
Obstacles are a common environmental condition
for violating the unit graph assumption. Node u
removes the edge uv from the planar graph assuming that nodes w and v are connected. This edge
removal may cause disconnection if there is no other
path from node u to v. Similarly, in Fig. 6, node u
removes the edge uv from the planar graph assuming that nodes w and v are connected according to
a nominal radio range, but in this case they are
not connected because the radio range of node v is
not covering node w and so node w does not hear
node v or consider it as a neighbor. Irregular radio
range is an important condition that causes violations in the unit graph assumption which depends
on the radio system and other factors in the environment. Fig. 7 is an example of how the non-existence of a link between two close nodes also can
cause a cross-link. Because of the obstacle, node u
does not see node w and so, if there are no other
witnesses, it adds the edge uv to the planar graph,
which causes a cross-link with edge xw.
The second condition (ii), a radio link does exist
between two far nodes, can also cause cross-links in
the planar graph. In Fig. 8, due to the location
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u
w

Fig. 7. Node u does not see the witness node w, because there is
an obstacle in between, and so it adds edge uv to the planar graph
(assuming no other witnesses exist) causing a cross-link with edge
xw.

x

v

u
w

w`
Fig. 8. Node w actual location is in the intersection area, but its
estimated location is outside, accordingly node u does not
consider it as a witness and it adds the edge uv to the planar
graph (assuming no other witnesses exist). This causes cross-links
between the edges uv and xw.

inaccuracy of node w, the observed distance between
w 0 and x is above the nominal radio range. This
causes the edges uv and xw to cross. Node u does
not see w as a witness and does not remove the edge
uv from the planar graph. A general case of this
inconsistency is shown in Fig. 9, where the crosslinks happen due to irregular radio range coverage.

w’s range
x

v

u

u’s range

w

Fig. 9. Irregular radio range coverage can cause cross-links.
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This could not happen under the perfect circular
radio range assumption, but in reality the wireless
radio coverage could take any shape, which makes
this kind of cross-links a possibility.
In the previous analysis, we have shown how the
two conditions of inconsistency can have diﬀerent
causes from real-world environments and can lead
to planarization and face routing failure. The
observed distance between two nodes depends on
their estimated locations and accordingly is aﬀected
by the localization system. The radio link depends
on the radio coverage and environmental factors
that aﬀect this coverage. Inaccurate location estimation is due to errors or inaccuracy of the localization
system, and the obstacles and irregular radio range
are due to the radio coverage and environmental
factors that aﬀect it. Violation of the unit graph
assumption has caused one of the following errors
in planarization: (i) an edge removed causing disconnection or (ii) an edge added causing cross-links.
These causes are very common in many environments, but they are not the only reasons for failures.
Any other factors that cause the presented two conditions of inconsistency will lead to a similar type of
failures.

5. Impossibility of correct face routing using local
algorithms
As we have shown by our micro-level analysis,
failures in face routing can happen for two reasons:
disconnections in the planar graph or cross-links. In
this section, we study the possibility of having ﬁxes
that prevent face routing failures and guarantee
delivery. The ﬁrst question we want to answer is
whether it is possible to have any algorithm (local
or non-local) that ﬁxes all the problems and guarantees delivery. If this is possible, then the second
question is whether it is possible to have a local
algorithm that guarantees delivery.
We will ﬁrst check whether it is possible to have a
planarization algorithm that can obtain a planar
and connected graph from an arbitrary graph. Since
face routing succeeds in planar connected graphs,
the existence of such a planarization algorithm will
guarantee delivery. Nonetheless, we can prove that
for arbitrary connectivity graphs, it is not possible
to avoid disconnections and cross-links at the same
time. For example, in Fig. 10 adding AB and CD
causes cross-links, but removing any of them causes
disconnection either to node B or node D. Under
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C
A

B
D

Fig. 10. Adding the edges AB and CD causes cross-links, while
removing any of them causes disconnection.

the unit-graph assumption this scenario is not
possible.
Proof. Suppose we have 3 separate graphs G1, G2,
and G3, where each graph is connected and planar.
Suppose an edge ei is added that connects G1 and
G2, and a second edge ej is added that connects G1
and G3, such that the two edges ei and ej are crosslinks. The resulting graph G, which contains G1, G2,
G3, ei, and ej is connected. Assume that there exists a
planarization algorithm (local or non-local) that can
planarize G to make it connected and planar at the
same time. In order for the graph G to be planar, the
planarization algorithm has to remove either edge ei
or edge ej. Since removing ei will cause G2 to
disconnect and removing ej will cause G3 to disconnect, then the planarization algorithm cannot make
G connected and planar at the same time, hence a
contradiction. Accordingly, with arbitrary connectivity, a connected planar graph is not guaranteed
using any ‘planarization’ algorithm. h
However, note that even if a graph has crosslinks, there is no reason to believe that face-routing
on this graph will necessary fail. In some graphs it
fails, but in other graphs it does not. This is diﬀerent
than disconnections; if a graph is disconnected then
face routing will deﬁnitely fail, since two nodes will
not be able to communicate. Accordingly, there is a
possibility that there are algorithms that generate
non-planar graphs with certain characteristics, such
that face routing still can work correctly in these
graphs. Recent work has demonstrated the existence
of one such algorithm CLDP [17]. CLDP guarantees delivery but it needs to perform non-local
searches. Each node needs to check the surrounding
faces of its entire links in order to detect cross-links
and decide which links to include in the face-routing
graph.
In general, we would prefer to use a local algorithm. The reason is that we would like to preserve
the locality characteristic of geographic routing,
since it is the base for its scalability and eﬃciency.

To clarify that, we will look at locality in more
detail and observe that we will consider an algorithm local if it satisﬁes the following condition
(we include a special condition of a single hop and
a more general condition of a limited number of
hops):
Locality in message propagation, which means that
a node needs to know only about its direct neighbors (or at least nodes up to a limited number of
hops) and does not need to search or propagate
information beyond a single hop (or a limited number of hops). This is important to limit the message
overhead and accordingly the power consumed. It is
also extremely important in dynamic networks, so
that changes in topology do not cause chains of
message updates and longer convergence time. An
additional property is locality in storage, which
means that a node needs to store information about
its direct neighbors only (or about nodes up to a
limited number of hops). This is important in
resource-constrained networks such as sensor networks, where the memory is limited. The storage
overhead in this case depends only on the density
and not on network size.
The planarization algorithms, GG and RNG,
and the partial ﬁx we will introduce in the next section are local, because all decisions for adding and
removing edges in the planar graph are based only
on local information.
Now we will show that a local message propagation algorithm cannot detect all cross-links in an
arbitrary connectivity graph and cannot guarantee
successful face routing. This can be proven by a
counter example such as the scenario in Fig. 11(a).

D

D

F2

F22

S

F1

F3

S

F1

F3

Fig. 11. Face routing to deliver a packet between S and D fails in
these graphs. Dotted lines between two nodes indicates that this
could be a path of multiple nodes.
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In order for S to send a packet to node D, the
packet will traverse S, F1, F2, F3, F1, and then
returns back to S resulting in face routing failure.
Node S cannot detect the cross-link by using only
the information of its direct neighbors without querying multiple hops down the graph and the same
thing for nodes F1, F2, and F3.
In geographic routing, a local algorithm usually
used to mean a single hop algorithm, but in general
an algorithm that searches for a ﬁxed number of
hops in the neighborhood could also be considered
local. Accordingly, we are going to generalize this
result to any algorithm with a ﬁxed number of
hops.1 By inference we can show that any search
of a ﬁxed number of hops is not suﬃcient to guarantee the detection of all cross-links with arbitrary
connectivity. This can be shown by the example in
Fig. 11(b), if we notice that the paths SF1, F1F2,
F1F3, and F2F3 could consist of any number of hops,
and the same failure could still happen.
Proof. Suppose that two edges e0 and ei are crosslinks and suppose that the shortest path between the
two edges contain the edges e1, e2, . . ., ei2, ei1. In
order for a node on e0 to detect the cross-link, it
needs information i hops away, and since in an
arbitrary graph i can grow to any value based on the
network size, a limited search is not sufﬁcient.
Accordingly, we conclude that a local algorithm
that searches only for a ﬁxed number of hops
cannot guarantee delivery in graphs with arbitrary
connectivity. h
Based on this discussion, we summarize that for
graphs with arbitrary connectivity that violate the
unit graph assumption, local algorithms that use only
single-hop information (or even a ﬁxed number of
hops) cannot detect all cross-links in the graph and
cannot guarantee delivery for face routing.
In the next section, we will present a local ﬁx that
solves the most common problem that arises with
location errors, which is graph disconnections,
and improves the delivery signiﬁcantly. This local
ﬁx will also show that the disconnection problem
separately could be solved completely using a local
algorithm.

1
We mean by ﬁxed number of hops that it is independent of the
number of nodes in the network, so that the same number could
be used in networks of any size. By this deﬁnition, we do not
consider traversing all nodes in the network (or a factor thereof)
as ﬁxed, since it needs to increase as the network grows.
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6. Detailed analysis of location errors
In Section 4 we have shown several conditions
for violating the unit graph assumption. In this section, we study one of those conditions, the eﬀect of
location errors, in more detail. We present scenarios
that cause protocol errors, following a systematic
approach in creating the scenarios and analyzing
them. This makes it easier for us to realize a complete listing of all the possible failures under the current model and assumptions. We show scenarios
where only a single node has inaccurate estimated
location and all other nodes are accurate. These scenarios are helpful in understanding the causes and
conditions for errors under minimal discrepancy,
where everything is ideal except for a single node
inaccuracy. (In the next section, we study using simulation the eﬀects of errors in random topologies,
where all nodes have a random inaccurate estimated
location). We then present a local ﬁx that solves the
most common problem but does not guarantee
delivery. In [26] we provided quantitative analysis
for the error bounds and the range of localization
inaccuracy under which these errors occur.
6.1. Error scenarios
We present and discuss four main error scenarios
that illustrate how errors happen for four diﬀerent
reasons. In these scenarios we show the accurate
locations of nodes and their estimated locations.
We assume that only a single node has an inaccurate
estimated location. Even with this relatively benign
assumption, routing pathologies can occur in
geographic routing protocols. In our pictorial depictions of these pathologies, an edge between two
nodes means that they are in range and there is a
physical connection between them. In the estimated
topology a dashed edge means a physical connection not included in the planar graph. The dashed
circle is the accurate location of the inaccurate node.
In all scenarios node S wants to forward a packet to
node D and node E is the node with the inaccurate
estimated location.
Fig. 12 shows a scenario where an inaccurate
node location causes planarization to remove an
edge that should not be removed. Node S is the closest node, among its neighbors, to node D, hence it
cannot use greedy forwarding. In the accurate
topology, Fig. 12(a), S uses face routing (perimeter
forwarding) to forward the packet to F1 and the
packet goes around the perimeter till it reaches D.
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Fig. 12. Disconnection due to incorrect edge removal by
planarization.

In the estimated topology, Fig. 12(b), node E has an
inaccurate location such that S’s planarization algorithm sees E as a witness and removes the edge
(S, F1) from the planar graph. Removal of (S, F1)
causes the planar graph to be disconnected and
accordingly face routing fails to deliver the packet.
In the scenario shown in Fig. 13, the opposite
happens. Edge (F1, F2) is removed by planarization
in the accurate topology, Fig. 13(a), because node
E is a witness, allowing face routing to deliver the
packet from S to D. In the estimated topology, in
Fig. 13(b), node E is not a witness anymore and
so edge (F1, F2) is not removed causing edge (F3, E)
to cross it (notice that edge (F3, E) is unidirectional).
The packet loops around nodes E–F4–F2–F1 until its
TTL gets exhausted and it is discarded (if some kind
of loop detection is used, the packet will be discarded immediately).
In Fig. 14, planarization includes all edges in
both accurate and estimated topologies, but the estimated location of node E causes a cross link
between (F1, F2) and (F3, E) that cannot be detected

S

Accurate

Estimated

Fig. 14. Cross links causing face routing failure; (a) accurate and
(b) estimated.

by the local planarization algorithm. Since face
routing assumes and requires planar graphs, crosslinks cause route failure.
Fig. 15 is diﬀerent than the previous scenarios in
that the destination (not an intermediate node) has
the inaccurate location. S forwards the packet to
the estimated location of D, and routing eventually
succeeds in reaching the perimeter surrounding the
estimated location, but since none of the nodes in
that face is in range with D, the packet cannot be
delivered to D. The exact sequence of nodes traversed before the packet is dropped depends on
which node on the perimeter is closer to D 0 . In this
scenario the routing itself does not fail since it
reaches the announced location, but the destination
is not there. A similar scenario can happen also
when the destination is accurate, but other nodes
not in its range have inaccurate estimated locations
around its accurate position.
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Fig. 13. Permanent loop due to planarization failure in not
removing edge (notice that the ﬁgure may not be accurately
scaled; distances F3–F2 and F3–F1 are longer than distances F3–E
and F2–F1); (a) accurate and (b) estimated.
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Fig. 15. Destination inaccuracy causing failure in reaching the
destination. The route in this ﬁgure assumes that F2 is the closest
node to D 0 . The packet is forwarded greedily to F2, and then face
routing is used around the perimeter; (a) accurate and (b)
estimated.
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6.2. Partial ﬁx
Based on our analysis, we now propose a ﬁx that
address the most likely problems and explain our
rationale for choosing this ﬁx. Not all the problems
are equally likely to occur. We can categorize the
problems that cause face routing failure into three
main categories [26]: 1. edge removal causing disconnection, 2. cross links, and 3. inaccuracy in the
destination’s location. Without global knowledge
about the network it is not possible to solve all
the problems completely. Thus, we need to assess
which problems are the most common under reasonable localization inaccuracy.
Density is a factor that aﬀects when problems
happen. At high density, greedy forwarding is used
most of the time and with reasonable inaccuracy
range this is unlikely to change (our simulations also
show that). Since the errors happen due to face
routing, dense networks look robust to these errors.
So we focus on the probability of these problems in
sparse networks. Intuitively, in a sparse network,
disconnection seems the most serious problem that
can happen. More speciﬁcally, the problem of edge
removal will happen when any node enters the planarization intersection between two nodes causing
their edge to be removed. This is a reasonably possible error in sparse networks even with low inaccuracy. The second problem of cross-links is very
unlikely under the considered (10%) inaccuracy
range as our analysis in [26] shows. Accordingly,
the cross-links problem seems much less probable
than the edge removal problem. In the third problem of destination inaccuracy, the destination needs
to move to a face in which it is not connected to any
of its neighbors, which also seems unlikely at low
ranges of location inaccuracy.
Based on this analysis (and this informal analysis
is supported later by our simulation results), the disconnection problem caused by edge removal seems
to have the highest probability, and solving this
seems likely to give the most gains in performance.2
From the planarization algorithm, an edge is
removed from the planar graph when a witness is
seen by a node (e.g., in Fig. 1, node u removes edge
(u, v) since there is a witness w). Disconnection happens when this witness is connected to the node
removing the edge but not to the other node of
2
In addition, the disconnection problem seems to be also the
most common problem caused by obstacles and irregular radio
ranges as can be seen in the ﬁgures in Section 4.
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the edge (w is connected to u, but not to v). Our
solution for this problem is to allow a node to
remove an edge only if the other node of the edge sees
the same witness (i.e., both u and v need to see w in
order for (u, v) to be removed).3
This ﬁx requires modiﬁcation to the planarization algorithm as follows. Before removing an edge
(u, v) based on a witness w, node u needs to determine whether w is also a neighbor to v. This information could be communicated through a local
message exchange between u and v. This local message exchange is required only during planarization
and so will not consume much overhead. It could
also be piggybacked on Hello messages or location
updates. Since planarization is required mainly after
topology changes, the location update message
could be a good candidate to include the extra
information by adding an extension to provide the
node’s list of neighbors allowing other neighbors
to apply the ﬁx when required. In either case,
whether this information is added as an extension
or sent as a separate message, the additional overhead is small and we do not expect this change to
have any noticeable eﬀect on the operation.
This ﬁx guarantees that the planar graph is
always connected if the topology is connected, but
it may add some extra cross-links. But, the probability of creating cross-links will still be low given the
conditions mentioned earlier for cross-links. This
ﬁx also solves the disconnection problem caused
by other reasons, such as obstacles and non-ideal
radio ranges. We shall further investigate the eﬃcacy of our proposed ﬁx in the next section.

7. Simulations
In the previous section we have shown scenarios
where errors in geographic routing happen due to
location inaccuracy and the causes and conditions
for these errors. We veriﬁed the possibility that these
errors can happen in the crafted scenarios, but this
alone does not show the probability of these errors
happening in general topologies. In this section we
use simulations to study the possibilities of errors
happening in random topologies, in addition to
their eﬀects on performance.
The geographic routing protocol used in the simulations is GPSR [16] with RNG planarization.
3

A similar ﬁx was suggested (but not evaluated) in [15] to cope
with obstacles.
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Geographic routing is not the only application
aﬀected by localization inaccuracy; other systems
and functions based on location information can
also be aﬀected. Accordingly, we study also the
eﬀect of localization inaccuracy on a geographic system, GHT [23], built on top of geographic routing.
GHT uses face routing in another diﬀerent way; to
ﬁnd the node closest to a certain geographic location. This will make routing failures more signiﬁcant since face routing is invoked at every key
insertion or lookup. It also introduces an additional
kind of failure due to the inconsistent storage/retrieval that may result from inaccurate node locations.
We ﬁrst run simulations for both GPSR and
GHT at diﬀerent densities with relatively small
localization errors that we believe represent the current state-of-the-art localization systems. Then we
evaluate the ﬁx we introduced and show that they
recover the most probable errors even with greater
location errors.
7.1. Methodology and metrics
We are mainly interested in evaluating the eﬀects
of location inaccuracy on geographic routing independent of the MAC layer used and without concerning ourselves with other factors such as MAC
collisions. Besides many of the MAC protocols proposed for sensor networks are not collision-based
and since our focus is on sensor network scenarios
with low traﬃc, the speciﬁc MAC protocol should
not have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the results. Thus,
our simulations for GPSR and GHT consider only
the routing behavior aﬀected by the error conditions.
We consider a static and stable network of 100 nodes
having the same radio range of 80 m. We vary the
density of the network by changing the space size,
where the density is presented as the number of
nodes per radio range. In each simulation run, nodes
are placed at random locations in the topology and
results are computed as the average of 1000 runs.
We consider only topologies where the network is
connected. The maximum localization error is presented as a fraction of the radio range. The estimated
node location is picked uniformly from a random
location around the node accurate position limited
by the maximum localization error.
The main metric that concerns us in this study is
the success rate of packet delivery since this represents the correctness of the protocol in the face of
inaccuracy. We also evaluate the routing overhead
to measure the eﬀect on performance. In GPSR, a

packet is sent from every node to every other node
(this gives n(n1) routes among n nodes) and the
success rate is computed as the percentage of packets delivered to the destination. In GHT, we assume
10 event types and for each type an event will happen by each node that will send a packet to the
corresponding hash location. An access point sends
a lookup for each type and the success rate is the
percentage of events successfully retrieved from all
events generated. For brevity, we only show the
key results obtained.
7.2. Main results
In this section we present results for uniformly
distributed random topologies with localization
errors 1–10% of the radio range. We change the
density from 5 nodes per range to 20 nodes per
range and observe the success rate. Although, sensor networks deployed are expected to be of high
density, the operational node density could be much
less. Low-density networks are common either due
to the environment or to improve the eﬃciency
and power consumption. Several topology control
techniques such as SPAN [6] and GAF [32] are proposed to save power by turning oﬀ nodes, which
leads to small neighborhood size for each node
and a sparse network. In addition, collisions at
high-density networks increase the delay and overhead. The density is also not expected to be constant
during the lifetime of the network; it will change due
to node failures and power depletion.
Fig. 16(a) shows the success rate of GPSR. Even
with relatively low location inaccuracy, the success
rate is aﬀected. At high densities (above 10) the success rate is above 99.5%, but all failures are persistent and non-recoverable, as mentioned earlier. At
lower densities, the success rate decreases signiﬁcantly. In Fig. 16(b), the success rate reduction in
GHT is higher due to the face routing around the
geographic hash location, which leads to more
errors. In GHT errors happen also due to the inconsistency that can occur by storing at a node and
retrieving from a diﬀerent node. But our results show
that the inconsistency errors are insigniﬁcant at these
inaccuracy rates and start to emerge at higher inaccuracy. The overhead will increase slightly at these
inaccuracy rates with larger increase at low density
networks. The increase in overhead is due to the
errors and the results also show that inaccuracy
reduces greedy routing success and leads to more
face routing. In GPSR the routing failures can lead
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Fig. 16. The success rate of GPSR and GHT at diﬀerent inaccuracy ranges (% of radio range) and densities. (a) GPSR (b) GHT.

to two error types: 1. Packet drops immediately after
a node discovers that there is no route to the destination. This happens when a node sends a packet using
face routing and receives the packet again without
ﬁnding the destination. 2. Permanent loops before
the TTL is exhausted and the packet is dropped. In
GHT, the ﬁrst error type of GPSR does not exist,
since the packet is forwarded to a location and not
to a speciﬁc destination, thus the node that initiates
face routing and receives the packet back again with
no closer nodes found considers itself the home node
of the packet. Accordingly, in GHT the routing failure will lead only to permanent loops, in addition to
the inconsistent storage/retrieval failure. Notice,
that if some loop detection technique is used (which
is inconvenient to implement in sensor networks due
to resource constraints), previous permanent loops
will become immediate packet drops.
From the ﬁgures it is clear that errors happen
mainly at low densities, which gives us another indication that these errors are due to edge removal
from the planar graph. To further validate this,
we analyzed the simulation traces and classiﬁed
routing errors into the 3 categories mentioned in
Section 6.2: edge removal, cross links, and destination inaccuracy. Following are some of our main
observations.
– Above 95% of the errors are due to edge removal
only. About 5% of the errors happen as a combination of destination inaccuracy with edge
removal. Less than 1% of the error paths contain
cross-links.
– In GHT, more than 99% of the errors are due to
edge removal and less than 1% of the errors show
cross-links or inconsistency (note that inconsistency can also result from routing failures).

To evaluate the proposed ﬁx, we ran the same
simulations with the ﬁx (of Section 6) added to
GPSR and GHT. The success rate at all densities
with a localization error range of 1–10% of the radio
range is above 99.99% for GPSR and above 99% for
GHT with almost all of the values 100%. This indicates that the simple ﬁx added is good enough to ﬁx
almost all of the errors at least for the inaccuracy
range of interest. This also shows that as we analyzed, planarization edge removal causes most of
the errors (almost all of them in this range).
In addition to the nearly-prefect results the ﬁx
achieves at the low error ranges, at higher error
ranges it also provides great improvements. The high
error ranges could be due to large localization inaccuracies or due to faulty measurements. Fig. 17(a)
shows the success rate of GPSR at high localization
error ranges up to the whole radio range and
Fig. 17(b) shows the success rate after applying the
ﬁx. The same is shown in Fig. 18 for GHT. For both
GPSR and GHT our proposed modiﬁed (ﬁxed) version of the protocol achieves over 97.5% success rate
with up to 60% localization error, and over 85%
success rate with up to 100% localization error, even
with very low node density. The overhead also
reduces signiﬁcantly by adding the ﬁx, which shows
that the overhead of the ﬁx itself is negligible comparable to the overhead of the problems it solves.
Furthermore, we conducted ns2 [3] simulations
with detailed models of the wireless MAC and physical layers. The general trends are similar, but the
quantitative results are very sensitive to the traﬃc
patterns and rates. The remarkable distinction
related to our study is the eﬀect of density. Though,
higher density networks are more robust to location
errors, they suﬀer from more collisions which aﬀect
their performance. Errors like permanent loops
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have a severe eﬀect on performance when collisions
are considered. The extra overhead needed for the
ﬁx does not have any eﬀect on the results, especially
that the network is static.
7.3. Non-uniform distribution
In this section we study the eﬀect of location
errors and evaluate our ﬁx when the nodes in the
network are not uniformly distributed. Irregular
distribution of nodes and the existence of gaps
and obstacles cause more greedy routing failures
and increase face routing. A large void area is set
in the middle of the space, as shown in Fig. 19, with
a side length equal to 80% of the total length.
Fig. 20 shows the success rate without and with
the ﬁx. Without the ﬁx, the success rate at high densities is lower at the non-uniform distribution compared to the uniform distribution. The ﬁx still
improves the success rate to above 80% with up to
100% localization errors.
7.4. Correlated error model
In this section we use a correlated error model
instead of the uniform error model, in order to

Fig. 19. A large void in the middle of space incurring more face
routing.

study the eﬀect of location errors when the errors
are correlated and to evaluate our ﬁx in this environment. We assume that a reference exists at the
centre of each quarter of the space as shown in
Fig. 21. The error range of a node depends on
how far it is from the closest reference. This reference could represent a beacon or a node that has
accurate location in ad hoc localization systems.
Fig. 22 shows the success rate using the correlated
error model. Notice that the error range used in
Fig. 22 is diﬀerent than in the previous ﬁgures. It
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8. Conclusions
R

R

R

R

In this paper we presented a detailed systematic
micro-level analysis of pathologies that occur in
face routing-based geographic protocols. We have
shown that conditions that violate the unit graph
assumption such as location errors, obstacles, and
irregular radio coverage cause planarization failures
in the form of disconnections and cross-links and
accordingly cause face routing failure. We then analyzed location errors in more detail and built scenarios for these errors. We adopt a novel approach in
synthesizing the error scenarios; starting from the
planarization algorithms we establish conditions
for the errors. Based on this analysis, we presented
a simple local ﬁx that solves the most probable error
which is graph disconnection. We further conducted
simulation case studies (for GPSR and GHT) to
quantify the eﬀect of location errors on protocol
performance and to validate the eﬃcacy of our proposed modiﬁcation at diﬀerent error ranges, distributions and error models.

Fig. 21. The error range of a node depends on the distance
between the node and the closest reference.
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represents the maximum error range which is the
error range of the farthest point from the reference.
If the distance between a node and the closest reference is d, the maximum error range is e, and the
maximum distance to a reference is dmax (in
Fig. 21 this is the distance between the reference
and the quarter corners), then the error range of
that node is e * d/dmax. Fig. 22(b) shows that the
ﬁx is eﬃcient in solving most of the errors.
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We have shown by our micro-level analysis that
failures in face routing happen for two reasons: disconnections in the planar graph or cross-links. The
mutual-witness local ﬁx presented solves one of
these problems. It guarantees that the graph generated by the local planarization algorithms GG and
RNG will be connected if the network is connected.
But this local ﬁx does not remove cross-links. Due
to that, our simulation results have shown that this
ﬁx improves the success rate signiﬁcantly since disconnections are more likely to cause failures, but
it does not guarantee delivery because of cross-links.
We have proven that local algorithms in general
cannot solve all problems and cannot guarantee
delivery under arbitrary connectivity. In order to
guarantee delivery we need a non-local algorithm
that can search or propagate information for an
unlimited number of hops.
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